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RISARC's RMSe‐bubble Launches at the Annual Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society (HIMSS) Conference
'Understanding What RMSe‐bubble Means for the Future of HealthCare!'
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Orlando, FL Technology has pushed modern medicine to new heights, creating greater
success in patient healthcare. It's also created new responsibilities to safeguard the
privacy of patients and their health information.
With HIPAA laws placed in effect by Congress, the way doctors, hospitals and insurance
providers have done business for years will change. It is an exciting time for healthcare;
finally, there is technology available to catapult healthcare administration to a level on
par with today's advanced medical care.
RISARC, CEO Richard Stephenson explains: "The secure and rapid transfer of medical
treatment and accounting records data will be as revolutionary in the healthcare
industry as the transformation of the mail system twenty years ago by Federal Express
or the introduction of the ATM machine in the banking and retail industries. Getting this
technology right fulfills the revolutionary promise of HIPAA, made by Congress more
than a decade ago, to finally bring the healthcare industry up to the data access and
transfer standards we have all enjoyed in virtually every other area of the economy."
At this year's HIMSS Conference, held at the Orange County Convention Center in
Orlando Florida from February 24 ‐ 28, 2008. RISARC will be presenting the RMSe‐
bubble, an immediate security solution that facilitates health information exchange.
With seamless system integration and the capability to interface with existing systems,
there is no need to wait and waste time or money, while a special security system is
developed. Documents in healthcare are traditionally moved through manual laborious
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efforts by courier or mail, opening the opportunity to lose valuable, private information
and be in danger of HIPAA violations.
The RMSe‐bubble changes that. It reduces the volume of mailed or couriered
documents and provides complete traceability for all transactions in a secure, HIPAA‐
compliant environment with electronic document exchange.
But security is only a portion of what the RMSe‐bubble does. It helps you concentrate
on what really matters; your patients. You get to focus on delivering quality healthcare,
while the RMSe‐bubble increases your savings and productivity. It allows hospitals and
doctors to quickly and securely exchange medical records, advancing medical research
by allowing research facilities around the world to easily share information and
collaborate on projects.
The RMSe‐bubble also has the ability to improve the referral process by giving
specialists anywhere access to receive, review and diagnose patient records in virtually
no time. The RMSe‐bubble offers a direct cost effective solution for hospitals, insurance
companies and ancillary providers to communicate and reduce overhead and the labor
costs of photocopying and mailing.
Access to data must be timely and keep tempo with diagnostic decisions and treatment
plans, the RMSe‐bubble allows for this. The RMSe‐bubble is instrumental in helping the
healthcare industry move into the EMR environment.
The RMSe‐bubble is the future of healthcare, the future of patient security and the
future of a healthier environment.
President and CEO, Richard Stephenson will be available for interviews at the HIMSS
Conference.
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